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Abstract 

A system to use contextual information to improve the level of sort achievable 
with a machine-printed address block is described. The USPS ZIP+4 database is 
searched for records corresponding to different information fields found in the address. 
The amount of contextual information depends on the configuration (nature of the ad
dress fields) within the address block. Three major configurations of address blocks 
have been defined by the presence of a street address, PO Box, .. or Rural Route. Of 
these, the street address case is the most challenging because of the need for street 
name recognition, as well as digit recognition. Making use of word recognition algo
rithms developed at SUNY /Buffalo, the system attempts to recognize th,e street name, 
street suffix, and the city name. These recognition results are then used in a search of 
the USPS ZIP+4 database. By constraining the search to only valid combinations of 
words and numbers from the ZIP+4 database and by setting thresholds on confidence 
values, the search converges to a single best choice without a complete expansion of the 
search tree, thus aVOiding combinatorial explosion. 

1. Introduction 

Assigning nine-digit ZIP Codes (ZIP+4 Codes) to mailpieces is of central impor
tance in automated mail sorting. A ZIP+4 Code specifies a small portion of a street 
whereas a five-digit ZIP Code specifies art entire city or a large portion of a city. The 
range of addresses that correspond to each ZIP+4 Code are described by a single record 
in the national ZIP+4 file. USPS designed the ZIP+4 Code so that mail can be au
tomatically sorted by an OCR (Optical Character Reader) down to the level of individu
al carriers and sections of their routes. A further desire of USPS mechanization efforts 
is to sort down to carrier walk sequence. This means that OCRs should sort mIDI in the 
order that a carrier visits the customers on his route. It should be noted that' the 
achievement of both these goals . depends on the ability of OCRs to read and assign 
ZIP+4 Codes. 
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Current postal OCRs can, to a certain degree, read ZIP+4 Codes if they appear on 
a mailpiece. However, the ZIP+4 Code has not been fully accepted by the American 
public and only a small amount of mail bears the ZIP+4 Code. To counter this prob
lem, USPS has been deploying OCRs that can read several lines of text in an address 
and lookup the proper ZIP+4 Code in the ZIP+4 database. However, this strategy has 
met with limited success because of processing speed requirements for the OCRs (about 
ten pieces per second) and the limits that this placed on the recognition techniques that 
could be designed into the system. 

This paper discusses a research effort that seeks to improve the ability of OCRs to 
assign ZIP+4 Codes to addresses that,may only contain a five-digit ZIP Code or no ZIP 
Code at all. This is done by applying advanced word recognition techniques that avoid 
various recognition problems [1] as well as artificial intel1ig~nce control strategies [2] 
[3] that allow us to reason with the incomplete knowledge presented by various pattern 
recognition methods. The result is a software system that receives an image and recog
nition results (ZIP Code and character recognition results) from an OCR. Our system 
attempts to improve the sort performance of the OCR by verifying a ZIP+4 Code if one 
was applied by the OCR or determining a ZIP+4 Code if one was not applied. 

Improvements in sort performance are achieved by using the various levels of con- _ 
text found in an address block. At the word level, a lexicon of valid words from a given 
domain are used to recognize words. Line level context allows some hypothesizing 
about the syntactic structure of the given line. Address block context is used to access 
records in the ZIP+4 database, that maps addresses to ZIP+4 Codes. Th.~ actual ZIP+4 
code for a given address block is found by recognizing various fields in an address 
block and using this recognition information to search the ZIP+4 database. 

The rest of the paper describes the overall system and gives an example of pro
cessing an address block. The components in the system are then explained. Finally, 
the results of applying the system to a test set of images are discussed 

1.1. Solution 

Our solution to the problem can be summarized as follows: 

1. Read binary address image and the OCR results for this image. 

2. Segment the address into lines and correct for skew. 

3. Segment the lines into words. 

4. Estimate the number of characters in each word and determine whether the words 
are composed of numbers or letters. 

5. Parse the address: assign categories such as City Word or Street number to each 
word. 

6. Recognize the City, State and ZIP Code. 
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7. Lookup records in the ZIP+4 file that match the City, State and ZIP Code. 

8. Recognize the words in the street address line. 

9. Rankthe ZIP+4 records based on the word recognition results. 

10. Selectively re-analyze the address based on the ZIP+4 records and their rankings. 

11. Output a ZIP+4 Code that matches the address. This is a hypothesize and test 
control structure that first produces an initial set of hypotheses based on general 
information(City, State, ZIP Code). This initial set is then ranked according to the 
word recognition results from the street address line. Then, using the remainder of 
the address block, a single ZIP+4 record is chosen that represents the highest 
confidence and lowest level of sortation' that can be achieved with the given infor
mation. 

1.2. Example of Processing 

The following is a brief example of the processing carried out by the system. This 
will help the reader understand our solution to the problem. The address image shown 
in Figure 11 was input to the system. The OCR machine was unable to sort this address 
block, so its result was to reject it. The system corrected this address for skew and then -
segmented it into words. 

A routine was then applied to each word that estimated the number of characters it 
contained and whether they were letters or digits. 

CR 1ST It···JE LEADER 
I it· . .! I T .~ '-::1 II .::' _·f:.i t ._ ....... _ ,_, 

r, H ,-. "~, ,-•. -. o ~-.=I~._.;:, 

5':;'1} LUTHER LANE APT 210 
[ ..• .::::. L L{:'1"-::', T·.·.·.·--•.• · -. r::: ,-, .-. ~ '---1 f - l ._' i:. 4 -_, 

Figure 1. Example address block used to illustrate street address processing 

This data was input to the parser and it hypothesized the categories of each line as well 
as the words with in each line. The procedure assigned the following configuration: 

OTHER 
RECIPIENT RECIPIENT 

'address images contained in this paper have been altered to preserve the confidentiality of the addressee. 
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SECONDARY-WORD SECONDARY NUMBER 
STREET-# STREET-NAME STREET-SUFFIX SECONDARY-WORD SECONDARY NUMBER 

CITY STATE ZIP 

to the words in the address block. 

The word recognition routine was then called on the images of the CITY and 
STATE words. This routine was supplied with a dictionary of valid city and state 
names in the United States. The system determined that the state name was 
Texas(abbreviated TX) and the city name was Dallas. A segmentation and recognition 
routine was then applied to the ZIP Code. This determined that the ZIP Code was 
75225. Since this ZIP Code agreed with the city and state results, the system proceeded 
to retrieve all the ZIP+4 records for 75225. 

The words in the street address line were then input to the word recognition pro
gram. This program determined a ranked list of street names and suffixes that occur in 
the 75225 ZIP Code and could match the corresponding images. These lists, referred to 
as neighborhoods, are shown below: 

n(Luther) 

n(Lane) 

= Luther, Center, Lovers, Hanover, Terrace, Lupton, Durltam, Service, Purdue, Colgate, Douglas, 
Caruth, Preston, Jourdan, Laurent, Willard, Country, Turtle, Diamond, Amherst 

= Lane, Sqre, Cent, DRives, Avnue, Drive, Court, Pkwys, Avenue, Park Lanes, Expr, Cire, Crci, 
Highwy, Street, Boul, Roads, Cnt!', Parks 

These lists were used to further reduce the number of ZIP+4 records from the 75225 
ZIP Code area. 

The image of the street number was then segmented and the digits it contained 
. were input to the digit recognition routine. The result of the digit recognition were also 
used to reduce the number of records from the 75225 ZIP Code. 

Finally, all the remaining ZIP+4 records from 75225 that have a match in the 
street name neighborhood, the suffix neighborhood and match the street number are 
ranked according to the rankings from the neighborhoods. The selective re-analysis rou
tine then examined this set of records and determined the best ZIP+4 code using more 
specific information, like the secondary address. 

2. System Components 

The example presented in the previous section summarizes the steps that are taken 
to process an address block. The following section describes each of the major sections 
of the system in more detail. 

2.1. Preprocessing 

Several image processing steps are executed on each mail piece. These are 
grouped together into a single preprocessing phase. First, the address block image is ex
amined for large amounts of skew. This is performed by calculating the projection 
profile of the image at +5, 0 and -5 degrees. These angles were chosen because they 
reflect the tolerance of the line segmentation in terms of the amount of skew it can han-
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dIe. Anything beyond +/- 5 degrees needs to be brought into that range. Thus, if the 
projection profile with the highest peaks and widest valleys is the +5 or -5 degree one, 
the image is rotated by plus or minus 5 degrees, respectively. 

The lines are segmented by a histogramming technique that uses horizontal density 
projections and connected component analysis. For each connected component, a line 
number is chosen which that component falls on. Then the lines are segmented by 
creating a separate image for each line and placing all the components for each line in 
the proper image. Next, skew correction is applied to each segmented line. The amount 
of skew correction to be performed is determined by fitting a line by the method of 
least squares to the baseline of the text. We can then calculate the approximate angle of 
the text off the horizontal and correct by that amount. 

The words from each line are then segmented. This is done by looking for gaps 
that are too wide to be gaps between characters in a word. A typical inter-word gap size 
is estimated by computing the width of all the characters in the line. It is then assumed 
that the width of a gap between words will be approximately as large as a typical char
acter or larger. A correction to this assumption is needed for non-proportional fonts. For 
non-proportional fonts, the lines will most likely be left as a single word by the above 
method. When this happens, the word segmenter revises its estimate for the typical 
inter-word gap size and resegments the line. 

After the words have been segmented the number of characters in each word is es
timated by a combination of connected component analysis and projection profile 
analysis. Next, the contents of each word (letter or digits) are determined by a routine 
that compares the results of applying both digit recognition and letter recognition to the 
words. If a majority of the characters are recognized as digits with a high enough 
confidence, the word is considered to be composed of digits. The same holds true for 
letters. If there are not enough confident character decisions, then the decision about 
the content of the word is a reject. 

2.2. Parsing 

The parsing step receives as input the number of lines in the address, the number 
of words in each line, the number of characters in each word, and whether the words 
are composed of letters or digits. Three steps are executed that use progressively higher 
levels of contextual information. The output is a configuration for the address and a 
classification for each word. 

The first step in parsing is referred to as word-by-word parsing. This step looks 
up the input information in a table and assigns an ordered ranking of categories and 
their probabilities to each word. 

The second parsing step is referred to as line-by-line parsing. This step assigns an 
ordered ranking of line classifications and their probabilities to each line. The algo
rithm for this step uses the output of the word-by-word parser to weight a dictionary of 
line classifications. This dictionary was determined from approximately 6000 address 
blocks. 
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The third parsing step is referred to as vertical parsing. This step assigns an or
dered ranking of address block configurations and their probabilities to each address. A 
configuration is a classification for every word in an address. This is done using the 
output of the line-by-line step to weight the different possibilities in a dictionary of ad
dress block prototypes. 

2.3. Word Recognition 

The word recognition technique uses a method that analyzes the shape of an entire 
word without first segmenting it into characters. The infonnation derived from this 
analysis is used to rank words in a ,dictionary that is assumed to contain the input word. 

Two global features (case and length) are calculated from each word and used to 
eliminate dictionary words from consideration that are no~ similar to the input image. 
Thirty five local feature descriptions are then calculated from each word image and 
used to rank the words in the filtered dictionary. These 35 separate rankings are given 
as input to a ranking combination technique that uses a group consensus function to 
produce a single, ranked fonn of the dictionary. This ranked list is the result of this 
step. 

3. Control Strategy 

The purpose of the control structure is to take the results of the other sections and, 
using the ZIP+4 database, retrieve the highest level add-on for the given address block. 
The control structure follows a sequence of processing steps which are described in the 
following sections and outlined in Figure 2. 
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Input: Addze .. Block image 

Selection of hi&bolt ranked 
Slrcct address c:onfipation 

RESULT 

Figure 2. Control Structure Flow Diagram 

3.1. Initial ZIP+4 subset retrieval 

First, the preprocessor is run on the given address block. This results in a set of 
segmented words from the input address block. (The actual prepr~essing is described 
in a previous section.) Next, the parser is called. This assigns word categories to each 
segmented word. Note that there may be several configurations for a given segmenta
tion. For each parse configuration, we locate the ZIP Code(if one exists) and recognize 
it with our own digit recognition routine. At this point, we also retrieve the final sorta-
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tion result output by a current multi-line OCR. Next, the city word is located and recog
nized using the word recognition program. These three pieces of information(digit 
recognition, OCR result, City) are combined and the result is a ranked list of ZIP 
Codes. This ranking is achieved by using the words from the city word neighborhood to 
index into the city-state file. Each city word returns a list of valid ZIP Codes for that 
city. Associated with each city word from the neighborhood is a confidence value. This 
confidence value is transferred to each ZIP Code from the city as its initial confidence 
value. Each ZIP Code is then further ranked by the digit recognition result and the 
OCR result. This ranking adjusts the initial confidence value by using a voting scheme 
on matching digits. Finally, the initial subset of ZIP+4 records is retrieved for each ZIP 
Code. 

3.2. PO Box and Rural Route Detection 

At this point in the control structure a distinction is made between three types of 
addresses: street addresses, PO Boxes and rural routes. This distinction is necessary be
cause each of these three types require different processing. Street addresses need to 
have the street name recognized, while PO Boxes and rural routes need the box number 
and route number, in the case of rural routes, recognized. Each of these three also have 
different record types in the ZIP+4 database, so it is important to distinguish between 
them in the control structure as well. This is done by checking the parse configuration 
for words classified as: PO Box word, PO Box id, and PO Box Number for PO Boxes 
and rural route word, rural route id, rural route Number, rural route Box id, and rural 
route Box Number for rural routes. If either of these two types are detected in the parse 
output, the mailpiece is processed as a PO Box or a rural route, depending on what was 
detected. Otherwise, the mailpiece is processed as a street address. 

3.3. PO Box Processing 

The input to the PO Box processor is the OCR ZIP Code result and the hy
pothesized PO Box number. The output will be a ZIP+4 code for the address block. The 
PO Box processor uses some specialized rules that combine the OCR result with the PO 
Box number and then index into the ZIP+4 database to find the best add-on. This index
ing also takes into account the record-type from the ZIP+4 database which is used to 
confinn or reject any possible solutions. 

3.4. Rural Route Processing 

The rural route processing is very similar to the PO Box processing. For rural 
routes we located the route number and the box number and hypothesized candidates 
for each of these. These two pieces of information were then used along with the OCR 
result to index into the ZIP+4 database to try and locate a rural route record type in the 
given ZIP Code 'with the given route number and box number. 

3.5. Street Address Processing 

Processing street addresses is the most challenging of the three categories. Several 
factors contribute to this complexity: 1) street addresses have many different 
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configurations, so, for example, the parser must be able to accurately distinguish 
between a street word and a street suffix; 2) Many of the images we use are degraded 
which makes the recognition task more difficult; 3) the word recognition program does 
not return a single choice but a neighborhood of possibilities; 4) Although we are 
currently only using a small portion of the ZIP+4 database(SCF's 750,751,752 and 753) 
this still represents over 300,000 records; and finally, 5) even if all the recognition 
results are correct, there may be a patron error on the mailpiece itself. All of these fac
tors make this a difficult but nonetheless interesting problem. 

The basic idea behind processing street addresses is that of a search. We are 
currently using a branch-and-bound search of the ZIP+4 database. Before the search can 
begin, some up-front processing is performed on the mailpiece. A major part of this is 
the interpretation of the automatic parse output. Various processing is performed on the 
words that make up the street address: the street number, the street name and the street 
suffix. A value is hypothesized for the street number. The location of the street name 
and the street suffix are saved for later recognition by the word recognition section. At 
this point, if a secondary address is found, its meaning is also hypothesized. The last 
part of the up-front processing involves determining the order in which the search will 
be expanded. To do this, we have defined a set of valid hierarchical expansions in 
which the search is allowed to proceed. This is shown in Figure 3. 

ALL KEY: 
ALL· Entire ZIP+4 
CW· City Word 
ZS· ZIP Code 
ND • # digits In SN 
SN • Street Number 
SS • Street Suffix 
STl • Street word 1 
ST2 • Street word 2 
ST3 • Street word 3 

Figure 3. Valid Hierarchy Dependency Graph 

These allow us to specify, for example, that the search path must pass through a ZlP 
Code node before it can be expanded to a street word node. This is because the lexicons 
for street word recognition are currently constrained by the 5 digit ZlP Code. To deter
mine the order for a given mailpiece, we take the list of word types found by the parser 
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and try to follow a path in the valid hierarchy. This path will then be the order in which 
the search will be expanded. 

Since we are using a branch-and-bound search, we need a measure of the goodness 
of a path. This is derived from the confidence measures output by the recognition pro
grams. To get the combined confidence of a path in the search tree, we simply multiply 
the individual confidences of all the nodes in the path. The search algorithm keeps a list 
of open paths sorted by the combined confidence. It then proceeds to expand the most 
promising path. This is done by finding the next wordtype in the hierarchy, performing 
the necessary recognition (or retrieving the already generated recognition results), gen
erating the new partial paths, and then resorting the list of open paths. This process 
continues until a solution is found ,or the list of open paths becomes empty. An example 
address block is shown if Figure 4 and its partially expanded search tree is shown in 
Figure 5. The asterisks at the "STI" level in Figure 5 represent other valid combinations 
at that point although they are never expanded since the correct path has higher 
confidence. These are included to show that at that level approximately half of the 
branches can be pruned off by querying the ZIP+4 database. 

Ronald Linn 
122 Whispering Oaks 
DeSoto, Tx 75115 

Figure 4. Example address block used to illustrate branch-and-bound search 
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GREENBRIAR ROSE 

1.0 

Figure 5. Search Tree 

In order to prevent a complete expansion of the search tree, certain branches are 
eliminated. This happens in two ways. In the first way, every partial solution is com
pared to the ZIP+4 database via a query program. If this partial solution does not 
represent at least one record in the database, then it will be rejected and that branch of 
the search tree will no longer be used. The second way to prune the search tree has to 
do with the combined confidence measure. After performing some experiments we 
were able to set some thresholds on the combined confidence for each level of the 
search tree. If the combined confidence at a certain level should fall below the preset 
threshold for that level, then that branch of the search tree will be pruned off from 
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further exploration. If our recognition perfonnance is good enough then the correct 
solution should be found quickly at the start. If a solution does not exist, because of a 
patron error or very poor recognition, this should also be detected quickly at the start, 
provided that the thresholds can be set high enough. 

In order to make the query program as flexible as possible, the control structure 
makes use of some translation tables for mis-spellings, common abbreviations, and con
catenations and splittings of street words as well as a complete set of suffix abbrevia-

. tions. An example of this would be including the abbreviation "LBJ" in the street word 
lexicons which contain the street name ilL YNDON B JOHNSON". Thus, if "LBJ" 
should turn up in the neighborhood, it will be mapped to "L YNDON B JOHNSON" be
fore the query is made of the ZIP~4 database. 

Once a solution is found for the street address, a re-analysis is performed to assign 
the highest level of sort to themailpiece.First.using the street number, we try to find a 
unique blockface assignment (record type 10 in the ZIP+4 file). Next, again using the 
street number, we try to find a unique high-rise default assignment (record type 20 with 
no secondary address). To sort to any higher level requires secondary address informa
tion on the mail piece. If this is available, we continue and use it along with the street 
number to try to find a unique high-rise assignment (record type 20 with secondary ad
dress range that contains the secondary address of themailpiece).Finally.using the 
secondary address and street number we try to find a unique firm assignment (record 

. type 21 with secondary address that exactly matches the secondary address from the 
mailpiece). The highest level of sortation is then output for the mailpiece. 

4. Experimental Results 

This section describes some experimental results generated with the previously 
described system. The system was developed using approximately 3500 address blocks. 
The system was then tested on a set of 929 addresses that had not been seen before. 
Since character recognition does not play a part in the system, the true meaning of the 
street number, and box numbers were used instead. In addition, some constraints were 
imposed on the system. These included using only the top ZIP Code choice plus ties 
when determining the initial ZIP+4 subset, using only the top 20 choices from the word 
recognition output, and using only the top two horizontal configurations of the street 
line from the top vertical parse. 

The results of the test were graded by a cost function. The cost is broken down by 
the actual level of sortation achieved, with lower levels of sort costing less and errors 
costing the most. The actual cost function, as well as the different levels of sort is 
shown in Table 1. The figures given in the table are the costs to sort 1000 mailpieces to 
the indicated level of sort. 
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Table 1 
Cost Function and 

Level of Sort Descriptions 

Level of Description Cost 
Sort $/1000 pieces 

9 digit D Finn-Direct 4.50 
9 digit H High-Rise 13.02 
9 digit S Street 21.53 

5 digit 36.63 
3 digit 45.26 

E9 Error Add-on 62.98 
E5 Error 5-digit 88.14. 
REJ Unresolved 51.79 

Table 2 shows the cost associated with processing the test set of 929 address block 
images. The columns under LOS represent the best possible result humanly achievable. 
The columns under OCR represent the results obtained by a current multi-line OCR. 
The columns under SUNY represent the results obtain by our system. The bottom row 
represents the overall cost associated with processing the test set. 

Images 
Encoded to 
D 
H 
S 
5 
3 
E9 
E5 
R 
TOTAL 

Table 2 
Number of Images vs. Encoded Level 

and 
Mail Processing Cost 

LOS OCR 
N $ N $ 

400 1.80000 68 0.30600 
202 2.63004 71 0.92442 
219 4.71507 67 1.44251 
99 3.62637 167 6.11721 
9 ·0.40734 92 4.16392 
0 0.00000 14 0.88172 
0 0.00000 86 7.58004 
0 0.00000 364 18.85156 

929 13.17882 929 40.26738 

SUNY 
N $ 

208 0.93600 
129 1.67958 
129 2.77737 
55 2.01465 

111 5.02386 
43 2.70814 
46 4.05444 

208 10.77232 

929 29.96636 

Table 3 shows the correct, reject and error percentage of our system when broken 
down by the sortation levels of the OCR machine. That is, the first row shows that of 
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the 206 images sorted to nine digits by the OCR machine, our system got 94.66% 
correct with no reject and a combined error rate of 5.34%. 

OCR 
Results 
9-digits 
5-digits 
3-digits 
Rejects 
Errors, Add-on 
Errors,5-digit 
Overall SUNY 

Table 3 
SUNY Performance 

Number % % 
of Images Correct Reject 

206 94.66% 0.00% 
167 91.02% 0.00% 
92 83.70% 8.70% 

364 36.26% 54.12% 
14 50.00% 0.00% 
86 80.23% 3.49% . 

929 68.03% 22.39% 

% Error % Error 
Add-on 5-digit 
4.85% 0.49% 
8.98% 0.00% 
2.17% 5.43% 
2.47% 7.14% 

50.00% 0.00% 
0.00% 16.28% 
4.63% 4.95% 

As can be seen from the above tables, the implementation of our system tested 
here shows a substantial improvement over a current multi-line OCR. Using the cost 
function as a comparison, our system showed a 25% reduction over the OCR. By com
paring the percentages from the second table, one can see that we correctly sorted 95% 
of the mailpieces that the OCR sorted to nine digits. More importantly, our system was 
able to correctly sort 50% of the mailpieces on which the OCR made an error in the 
add-on and 80% of the mailpieces on which the OCR made an error in the 5-digit ZIP 
Code. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper a system was discussed that uses the various levels of context found 
in an address block to improve the sortation level. The system calls a segmentation 
component that segments the address block into words. This information is then input 
to a parse routine that determines one or more configurations for the words. The words 
are then recognized by a word recognition routine that bases it's decisions on the shape 
of the word rather than segmenting it into characters and recognizing the individual 
characters. This recognition information is then used in a search of the ZIP+4 database 
to isolate records that correspond to the address block. The address block is then re:" 
analyzed for more specific information that will allow a deeper level of sort. 

Our experimental system has shown a significant improvement over currently 
available technology for processing mail. By using a different approach to word recog
nition and AI-based control strategies we have been able to reduce the actual cost asso
ciated with automatically processing machine-printed mailpieces. 
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